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Cloudera Stream Processing Community Edition Introduction to CSP Community Edition

Introduction to CSP Community Edition

The Community Edition of Cloudera Streams Processing (CSP) is a standalone deployment of Streams Messaging
and Streaming Analytics. You can use this dockerized version Streams Messaging and Streaming Analytics to quickly
set up, and try out real-time streams processors in your local environment using Apache Kafka, Schema Registry
(SR), Streams Messaging Manager (SMM), Kafka Connect, Apache Flink, and SQL Stream Builder (SSB).

Apache Kafka

Apache Kafka supports millions of messages per second with low latency and high throughput,
scaling elastically and transparently without downtime. It addresses a wide range of streaming data
initiatives, enabling enterprises to keep up with customer demand, provide better services, and
proactively manage risk.

Schema Registry

Schema Registry lets you manage, share, and support the evolution of all producer and customer
schemas in a shared schema repository that allows applications to flexibly interact with each other
across the Kafka landscape. It safely mitigates interruptions that occur due to schema mismatches.

Streams Messaging Manager

Streams Messaging Manager provides a single pane of glass view with end-to-end visibility
into how data moves across Kafka clusters—among producers, brokers, topics, and consumers
—allowing you to track data lineage and governance from edge to cloud. It also simplifies
troubleshooting of Kafka environments with intelligent filtering and sorting.

Apache Flink

Apache Flink is a distributed processing engine and a scalable data analytics framework. You can
use Flink to process data streams on a large scale to deliver real-time analytical insights.

SQL Stream Builder

SQL Stream Builder (SSB) is a comprehensive interactive user interface for creating stateful stream
processing jobs using SQL powered by Apache Flink. By using SQL, you can simply and easily
declare expressions that filter, aggregate, route, and otherwise mutate streams of data. SSB is a job
management interface that you can use to compose and run SQL on streams, as well as to create
durable data APIs for the results.
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Cloudera Stream Processing Community Edition CSP as a Dockerized Application

For more information about CSP as a product, and how CSP is implemented in Cloudera Data Platform (CDP), see
the Stream Processing product page.

CSP as a Dockerized Application

The Community Edition of Cloudera Stream Processing (CSP) consists of preconfigured Docker images of the
components. The Streams Messaging and Streaming Analytics components share Zookeeper and PostgreSQL. The
components can be reached using their dedicated ports. Storage for the Community Edition is handled by docker
volumes, while PostgreSQL is integrated for database management and storing metadata.

The containers use the following docker volumes to provide persistent local storage between restarts. If the volumes
do not exist in your local environment, they are created when running the docker-compose up command.

kf-volume

Used by the Kafka container to store the topics.

When used with Streaming Analytics:

• The Kafka container is by default preconfigured in SQL Stream Builder as the Local Kafka data
provider.

kfc-volume

Used for Kafka Connect.

prom-volume

Used for Streams Messaging Manager Metrics.

sr-volume

Used for Schema Registry.

flink-volume

Persistent in the Flink TaskManager and JobManager containers. It is used for storing savepoints of
the jobs. When using the Filesystem connector, it is also recommended to use this volume for file
management.

ssb-volume

Used by the Streaming SQL Engine for persistent storage under the Streaming SQL Engine
container.

pg-volume

Used by the PostgreSQL database.

When used with Streaming Analytics:

• It stores the internal tables required for SQL Stream Builder to work, as well as the created
Materialized Views.

• PostgreSQL is used by SQL Stream Builder components internally. It is also used as the
underlying database for the Materialized View Engine. The PostgreSQL database for the
Materialized View tables (eventador_snapper database) can be accessed by using the user
eventador_snapper. The default password for the database is cloudera.

zk-volume

Used by Zookeeper.

It is possible to delete the docker volumes for a fresh start by shutting down all of the containers with docker-compo
se down --volumes command, or individually removing them with docker volume rm <volume name> command. The
containers use a docker network (named ssb-net) to communicate.
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